
Sunday’s message narrowed in on three ideas about sin, illuminated by the lepers’ story.
Everyone Is Affected by Sin: all people are under its power. (Romans 3:9–18)  
Everything Is Affected by Sin: all of creation is "cursed" because of Adam’s sin. (Genesis 3:17–19)  
No One Can Fix the Problem Himself: we are dead in our trespasses. (Ephesians 2:1–3)

• Spend a few minutes reflecting on each of these three ideas together. 
• Share any observations from the world around you which confirm these claims.  
• Share any observations from your own struggles which confirm these claims. 
• What questions do these three ideas raise for you? 

Failed Strategies  
Three common strategies to fixing the problem of sin were noted in Sunday’s message: 
Understanding, Technology, and Religious Practices 

• Describe how you’ve seen others pursue these strategies. 
• Which are you most naturally inclined to pursue in response to your own sin?
• What evidence do you have for the inadequacy of these approaches? 

Digging Deeper 
Scripture employs a wide variety of images to depict the trouble our sin causes. These include captivity, 
blindness, guilt, impurity, hostility, oppression, isolation, illness, abandonment, and even death itself. 
Each one reinforces the truth that we are unable to deliver ourselves from sin. In Psalm 107, the author 
employs four different pictures of hopelessness. Read the Psalm aloud, paying special attention to the 
condition of those needing deliverance.

• Wandering alone on the edge of starving (Psalm 107:4)
• Imprisoned behind bars too strong to break (Psalm 107:10–12) 
• Terminally ill and suffering from depression (Psalm 107:17–18) 
• Overwhelmed and on the verge of sinking (Psalm 107:23–27)

• Which of the four best captures the affects of sin you’ve seen in others? Describe.
• Which of the four best captures your own experience of sin? Explain why.
• Discuss the freedom experienced as a result of crying out to God in each case. 
• Which image of deliverance is most moving to you? 

Prayer
Reread the first two verses of Psalm 107. In addition to encouraging us to talk about how God has 
redeemed us, the psalmist tells us to thank God for his deliverance. Take some time to offer prayers of 
thanks for how God has delivered you personally. 


